
COMMERCIAL PILOT 
Aeronautical Knowledge - FAR 61.35(a) & 61.125(b)(1-16) 
I certify that I have given Mr/Ms     
the applicable ground training required by FAR 61.125(b)(1-15) and 
find him/her prepared for the commercial pilot – glider aeronautical 
test. 
CFIG:        
 
Flight Proficiency - FAR 61.127 
I certify that I have given Mr/Ms    the flight 
training required by FAR 61.127(b)(6) and find him/her prepared for the 
commercial pilot - glider practical test. 
CFIG:        
 
Practical Test - FAR 61.39(a)(6) 
I certify that Mr/Ms        
has received the training time required within the preceding 2 calendar 
months in preparation for the commercial pilot - glider practical test and 
find him/her prepared for that test. He/she has demonstrated 
satisfactory knowledge of the subject areas found deficient on the 
commercial pilot aeronautical knowledge test. 
CFIG:        
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